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Motivation
Autonomous cars are vehicles that are capable of sensing the environment, navigate, and drive
without human input [1]. The idea of full autonomy has been popularized recently and it aims to
liberate people’s hands from the steering wheel. However, without an appropriate level of trust
people are less likely to use or adopt autonomous systems [2]. Therefore questions arise about
how designers could design to improve trust of autonomous systems.
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Figure 1. Pie charts of (a) people's trust and (b) purchase likelihood for autonomous vehicle [3]

Background
Users construct their preference according to phrasing context in which survey question is given
[4]. This idea of forming preference based on contextual environment could be extended to
physical stimuli and applied to the area of trust development.

Objective
• Investigate how in-car context affects users’ trust level of autonomous driving system
• Provide design suggestions for auto designers to increase trust and ultimate adoption of
autonomous vehicles

Experiment Design
Virtual reality display

• Set-up: a virtual reality display to simulate
autonomous driving view and a physical car
interior simulator that provides experimental
context (see Fig. 2)
• Experiment conditions:
•

•

Car interior simulator with experimental context
Figure 2. Illustration of experiment set-up
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Experimental condition: within to be determined incar context (e.g. lighting condition, background
sound, and lighting color)
Control condition

• Participants: Licensed adult drivers
• Measurements: Users’ trust level for autonomous
driving system
• Measurement tools: survey and physiological data
(e.g. heart rate, eye gaze pattern)
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